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by Svetlana Lebessant Aircraft manufacturers should be given enough time to prepare their businesses for a possible flight ban
following the imposition of sanctions against Rosneft, the head of the Association of European Aviation Manufacturers (AEAM)
told Trend on Tuesday. In an interview, AEAM’s Director General Bjorn Helm said that no sanctions have been handed down

and that sanctions are still possible in the coming days. He added that when weighing up the impact of sanctions on any
individual company, one should consider in addition to the cost of a ban, the possible overall consequences of such a move.

Sanctions against Rosneft could create a chain reaction and other sanctions would follow, including, in turn, additional costs for
the Russian company, he said. AEAM’s members also produce and sell aircraft. They include Airbus, Airbus Group, Boeing,

Bombardier, Embraer, GAGAN, Grob Aerospace, Gulfstream, Lufthansa Technik, Milan Ciklum, Russian Helicopters, Sikorsky,
Pratt & Whitney, and T-Hindustan. “The consequences of sanctions on commercial aviation will be terrible,” said AEAM head
Helm. “In addition to a ban, you will have to invest in special flight insurance. Different airlines will have different levels of

coverage for flight insurance. Some companies will have insurance that does not cover cancellation of flights in certain time
frames. It depends on the type of flight whether such a policy is available.” In the event of a ban, “no aircraft will be sold, no
aircraft will be delivered because there are few spare parts for aircraft,” Helm added. “There will also be no training of pilots.
We have a production line of aircraft, so the consequences will be really serious and will last longer than just some days or

weeks.” Helm also expressed his opinion that Rosneft sanctions would have a domino effect on various other industries, and
that flight bans would be only the beginning. “Then there will be other
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